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Rhine view, Grand Hotel Les Trois Rois

GOLF & THREE COUNTRIES
Take a break from everyday
life and enjoy a game of golf
in the enchanting the enchanting surroundings of Alsace!

DAY 1
11 a.m. - Tee off at
the Golf & Country Club Basel

A cross-border golfing pleasure
with tradition: The Golf & Country Club Basel was founded
in 1926. Since 1968, the course
of the G&CCB has been located on the Geissberg, a mountain range between Wentzwiller
and Hagenthal-le-Bas, about 15
minutes by car from the city of
Basel. The 18-hole golf course,
which is harmoniously embedded
in the landscape, was designed by Bernhard von Limburger.
Although in France, the G&CCB is
a Swiss golf club and a member
of Swiss Golf.
Golf & Country Club Basel

Tanja Wegmann on the golf course

TOUR DES ROIS Golf & Three Countries
9 p.m. - Cocktail Experience in the Bar Les Trois Rois

After a day full of experiences, it’s time to relax and do
something for the little hunger. Discover our bar with cleverly
composed drinks by Chef de Bar Thomas Huhn and delicious
appetisers from our kitchen!

Fromagerie Antony

4 p.m. - Cheese ceremony

Affineur Maître Antony in Vieux-Ferrette (Alsace, about 25
minutes’ drive from the golf course) knows France’s very best
cheese producers personally and supplies star chefs around
the world. His “Cérémonie des Fromages”, where wines and
delicious cheese specialities can be tasted, is an unforgettable
experience for the senses!

DAY 2

8 a.m. - Breakfast in the Brasserie

You are still blinking and marvelling at the sun glistening in the
water – while you choose the exquisite delicacies of our breakfast
menu to your heart’s content and enjoy the first cappuccino
of the day with it!
10 a.m. - Tee off at the Golf Saint Apollinaire

Bar terrace Les Trois Rois

1 p.m - Lunch at Gasthaus zur Krone

The cuisine here is very special: it captivates with its pronounced individuality, combined with regional down-to-earthness. Here, regional products are put on the plate, composed into new and extraordinary creations. Chef de Cuisine
Peter Prüfer is particularly proud of the vegan 5-course menu. He himself eats a purely plant-based diet and
enriches the selection of his cuisine with a variety of
vegan dishes, which he constantly expands and refines.

Another golfing pleasure awaits golf enthusiasts. Golf Saint
Apollinaire is the closest golf resort to the city of Basel with 2 x
18 hole championship courses par 72 and the 9 hole executive
course par 27. Designed by renowned golf course architect Kurt
Rossknecht, the holes offer an unforgettable golfing experience.
As a member of the Swiss Golf Association and the Leading Golf
Courses Association, Golf Saint Apollinaire meets the highest
quality standards.

Gasthaus zur Krone, Weil am Rhein

Golf Saint Apollinaire is the largest
golf club in the Basel region.
Golf Saint Apollinaire
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Discover design and
architecture
Vitra Campus, daily Midday - 5 p.m.

Just over the Swiss border, the Vitra
Campus is an inviting place for a relaxing day
trip. Amidst the idyllic landscape of the triborder region, the campus combines design,
architecture and culture: from the dynamic
forms of Frank Gehry’s museum building to
Carsten Höller’s slide tower or Piet Oudolf’s
Perennial Garden, Vitra has created a
special place here. A highlight not only for
design enthusiasts and architecture lovers!

Vitra Schaudepot (Building by Herzog & de Meuron) - Vitra Campus

6 p.m. - Massage

Now it’s time to do something good for your body: treat yourself to a massage
on your return to the hotel. The varied offer of our three masseurs will provide
moments of rest and relaxation.

7.30 p.m. - Cheval Blanc by Peter Knogl

Chef de Cuisine Peter Knogl and his team look forward to surprising you with
the best of the Cheval Blanc’s multi-award-winning (3 stars in the Guide
Michelin, 19 GaultMillau points) cuisine: French haute cuisine reinterpreted
with Mediterranean and Asian influences. Unforgettable!

DAY 3

9 a.m. - Room breakfast

The day starts differently with breakfast
in bed. We are also happy to serve you
breakfast in your room.

Vitra Campus

11 a.m. - World-class architecture

Although the people of Basel tend to be rather understatement, it still has to be
said here: Basel is the architectural capital of Switzerland. Nowhere else are there so
many buildings by world-famous architects can be found close together, embedded
in a historically evolved building fabric. Thus, in Basel, only a few steps away from
the beautiful and well-preserved Old Town with its landmark, the over 1000-year-old
cathedral, architecture lovers will find works of art by international greats such as
Richard Meier, Frank O. Gehry and Mario Botta. A total of 12 winners of the coveted
Pritzker Architecture Prize have immortalised themselves in Basel with their buildings –
a density of fascinating architecture anywhere else in the world.
The architectural tours can be booked by the hour or as half-day, day or even multi-day
tours. The guides respond to individual interests and topics with pleasure and great
openness, and many tours can also be arranged individually according to your wishes.
Ask our concierge.

Room breakfast
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Fondation Beyeler

3 p.m. - For car enthusiasts

As an alternative to the architectural tour in Basel, we
recommend a visit to one of the most beautiful museums in Switzerland and worldwide: the famous Fondation Beyeler in Riehen. The museum, located in the
elegant building by Renzo Piano, was realised by the
founding couple Ernst and Hildy Beyeler with a clear vision: The Fondation Beyeler was to become an open and
lively museum that could inspire a broad public for art.
A museum that, in addition to art experiences and cultural education, also promotes interpersonal encounters.

For our guests who have a bit of petrol in their blood, this activity is particularly interesting. Les Trois Rois guests enjoy the privilege
of a private tour of the Niki Hasler AG garage. With its
fascinating Ferrari Classiche department, this exceptional garage
is almost a Ferrari museum! This tour can only be booked
with a minimum of 24 hours’ notice via our concierge.

1 p.m. - Lunch in the Brasserie

It is a classic in Basel and has recently been awarded
15 GaultMillau points: Our popular brasserie Les Trois Rois
serves market-fresh Swiss and French brasserie specialities. The varied cuisine, which bears witness to
the rich terroir, is the fruit of the consistent work of
the team around Maître d’Hôtel Hervé Mahler and
Executive Chef de Cuisine Urs Gschwend. Enjoy your
lunch including a view of the Rhine and experience
culinary delights in a relaxed atmosphere.

Garage Niki Hasler AG

More golf and excursion tips

- Golf du Rhin - Chalampé
- Golf La Largue
- Golfclub Markgräferland
- Golf Rickenbach
- Visit Freiburg
- Cité de l’Automobile
- Route des Vins Alsace
- Visite Colmar, Petite Venise
Brasserie Les Trois Rois

Colmar, Petite Venise

Our Tour des Rois shows you
the favourite places, cultural
highlights and insider tips of
our employees in Basel and
the tri-border region. The
fourth issue is presented by
Tanja Wegmann, Member
Board of Directors and
passionate golfer.

Information and reservations:
Our concierge team will be happy to help you!
T +41 61 260 51 90

1. Golf & Country Club Basel - www.gccbasel.ch

concierge@lestroisrois.com

2. Maître Antony - www.fromagerieantony.fr
3. Golf Saint Apollinaire - www.golf-basel.com
4. Gasthaus zur Krone - www.kroneweil.de

#MEETTHETEAM

5. Vitra Campus - www.vitra.com

Take a look at our social media – you will find

6. Fondation Beyeler - www.fondationbeyeler.ch

more exciting tips, recipes and amusing stories there.

7. Niki Hasler Garage - www.nikihasler.com

Royal Golf Experience

Let yourself be inspired by the regional golf courses as well as the many facets
of our city and the three-country corner. The Grand Hotel Les Trois Rois offers you
the perfect setting for your golf vacation.
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2 overnight stays in a room with Rhine view
Sumptuous breakfast at the Brasserie
Green fee for Golf Saint Apollinaire (with exclusive playing rights 7 days a week)
The Cocktail Experience at the bar
Halfway House Les Trois Rois Snack
Overnight cleaning of your clubs and golf shoes
A surprise gift
BaselCard (free use of public transport in Basel,
50% discount on cultural and leisure activities)

River King Room from CHF 995 per person
River Junior Suite from CHF 1‘245 per person
River Suite from CHF 1‘845 per person

Grand Hotel LES TROIS ROIS
Blumenrain 8 CH-4001 Basel Switzerland
T +41 61 260 50 50 F +41 61 260 50 60 info@lestroisrois.com
www.lestroisrois.com

